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Abstract—We consider a printed leaky-wave antenna composed
of a grounded substrate topped by a periodic metallic screen or
grating. The antenna is fed by the TM0 surface-wave mode that is
launched by an array of slots in the ground plane. The leaky-wave
attenuation and phase constants are derived using a simple but
accurate field perturbation approach. The radiation power, directivity, and beam patterns are also deduced. Numerical results show
that, depending on the screen period and the substrate height,
there is an optimum frequency range for maximum radiative
power. In addition, calculated results are also in agreement with
simulations and measurements for some recently designed and
fabricated structures.
Index Terms—Leaky waves (LWs), leaky-wave antenna (LWA),
surface waves (SWs), surface-wave launcher (SWL).



Fig. 1. Planar 1-D LWA under study. The SW region (x
0) and the LW
section (x
0) are illustrated. Radiation of the slot excited TM SW mode
occurs by the added metallic grating of periodicity d and strip width s.



I. INTRODUCTION

L

EAKY-WAVE antennas (LWAs) have received much interest due to their ease of manufacture and compatibility
with other planar devices. They provide conical or directive
pencil beams that make them attractive for radar and communication applications. One particular LWA structure, which has
been the subject of recent studies [1]–[3], is comprised of a periodic screen or metallic grating placed on a grounded dielectric
slab (GDS). Such antennas are typically analyzed using an electric or magnetic dipole source within the substrate.
One simple and practical method for leaky wave (LW) excitation is to launch a bound surface-wave (SW) mode from
a slot source embedded within the ground plane of a GDS as
depicted in Figs. 1 and 2. Radiation occurs as the guided SW
is converted to a LW field along the screened aperture [4]–[6].
An efficient class of such printed surface-wave launcher (SWL)
sources has been devised in [7] and further analyzed in [8]. Typiis used in practice to
cally, a high dielectric constant
ensure efficient SW coupling into the dominant TM SW mode
of the slab. For unidirectional SW operation, one main slot is
fed with a coplanar waveguide transmission line, while parasitic slots act as reflector elements [5]. These SWLs can also
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Fig. 2. (a) Illustration of the SW guide and slot feed. (b) Sample LWA structure
investigated for verification of the developed analysis. The TM fields directed on
such a one-sided radial structure (defined by k ) have very similar propagation
characteristics (k ) to that of a linear array of metallic strips (Fig. 1), with
the same parameters equal to that of the circular gratings [3]. In both cases,
propagation is normal to the gratings, as considered in [6] and in the presented
perturbation analysis of this letter.

be optimized to maximize SW power levels and achieve efficient and guided-wave propagation along the air-dielectric interface [8]. Moreover, in the operating frequency range of these
LWAs, GDS thickness and substrate permittivity are typically
chosen to support only one TM SW mode.
In this letter, we consider the transition from a SW section
to a LW section where the bound SW power is gradually
transformed into radiative power as energy is leaked away
from the planar guiding surface. More specifically, an analysis
is completed of a TM SW efficiently launched from the left
guide and directed into the right LW region, defined by an
infinite linear grating of metallic strips. The phase propagation
constant of the incident SW mode, , is then modified to
include a small change
and a LW attenuation factor .
and as well as the radiated
In what follows, we derive
power, directivity, and the radiation pattern for the generated
LW fields. Results are presented in Figs. 3–5. In addition, the
developed analysis is also compared to measurements and
simulations of two SWL feed LWA structures (Fig. 6) with
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dielectric and strip conductor loss included. Results are in
agreement. To the authors’ knowledge, this is the first time
that such a simple and accurate perturbation analysis has been
applied to these SW driven LWA structures.
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Now the -electric field on the air side of the screen
is given by the original
field added to the derived perturbation, mainly

II. DERIVATION OF THE RADIATION FIELDS

(4)

Referring to Fig. 1, the substrate thickness and relative permittivity are chosen to support only one SW mode in the frequency range of interest—the TM SW mode. Defining a nor, with
),
malized frequency as (
single-mode excitation occurs for
. We note here that the
SWL does not excite TE modes as long as the incident mode is
of type TM and the fields are -independent, as assumed here,
for the 1-D LWA. For a dielectric loss-free structure, the incitime
dent and unperturbed SW fields are (assuming an
, where
variation)

It is useful to note that as tends to zero, the metal strips vanish
and the
field derived in (4) approaches the origfield above the interface as expected. Using the wave
inal
can also be defined in the air region
equation,

(5)

(1)
and
;
and
can be obtained from
through Maxwell’s
equations.
Now we turn attention to the leaky waveguide section. The
screen is periodic with period “ .” Each period contains a thin
, so that the metal strips may be
metal strip of width
considered as small perturbations on the SW guiding structure.
We may then assume that the SW fields remain unperturbed
. Namely, the
within the dielectric, in the region
, is equal
tangential electric field below the interface,
. However, the same field at
on the metal
to
strips must vanish. To support such discontinuity, we impose
an infinite array of magnetic line sources (with period ) at the
positions of the metal strips with a magnetic current density
(in [V/m]) given by
with

(2)

where
and
. The corresponding magnetic field is obtained from Maxwell’s equations

(6)

A. Radiated and SW Powers
Now we are in a position to get the power leaked as radiation
per unit length “ ” along . Using (2) and (6), we get

(7)

where
. Note that
can be obtained by using the appropriate Maxwell equation
for the region
from (1) and after the substitu.
tion
This infinite array of line sources radiates in the air region
in the presence of the unperturbed fields inside the slab. As a
can be expressed in Fourier series form
periodic function

The summation is over all positive and negative integers of .
,
is real for all positive
It is useful to note that since
can be imaginary whenever
values of . For negative values,
. The terms that correspond to this condition
account for the real part of the radiated power. The other terms
.
account for the reactive component of
Neglecting any dielectric losses, the SW power flowing along
is purely real and can be derived [8] using (1)

(3)

(8)

. The summation in (3) runs over all
where
positive and negative integer values of to account for the excitation of an infinite number of spatial harmonics as
is peterm is intentionally removed from the sumriodic. The
mation to isolate the perturbation of the fundamental TM SW
mode above the interface.

B. Perturbed SW Propagation and Radiation Characteristics
The change in the propagation constant of the incident SW
mode can now be obtained
(9)
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Fig. 3. (a) SW and radiation conductances, beam direction versus frequency F . (b) Beam directivity and peak power density versus F . (c) Calculated directivity
1.5, 1.8, and 2.0. Radiated powers are also shown for different antenna lengths.
[using Eq. (14)] versus the strip-width–periodicity ratio for F

=

as the rate of change of the SW power along the aperture
can be equated to the radiated power, mainly
(10)
and since the perturbed SW power can be described by
(where
is defined as the unperturbed SW power
is obtained by using (7) and (8) in (9). In
at the origin).
addition, the factor can describe the attenuation constant of
the excited LW modes as dielectric losses are neglected. Thus,
the complex wavenumber describing LW propagation along the
aperture can now be defined
(11)
As stated earlier, LW radiation can occur only from spatial
modes with
since
. The
harmonic is a
,
spatial mode that can radiate whenever
which requires that
(12)
The maximum radiated field is directed at an angle away from
broadside ( -direction) and can be approximated by

(13)
Furthermore, the beam directivity is inversely proportional to
the attenuation factor for a unidirectional LW and is given by
(14)
while the power radiation pattern is a function of beam angle
, which defines the generated far“ ” and is dependent on
field pattern for an infinitely long 1-D LWA structure [9]
(15)

III. RESULTS
To verify the above analysis, we consider the following parameters:
,
mm
mm ,
, and
, where is the total length of the

LWA structure. We shall assume that the metallic grating has
of 0.2. The residual SW
a strip-width–periodicity ratio
after going through the leaky section is aspower left at
sumed to be absorbed with no reflection. This means that the
total radiated power is related to the incident SW power by:
. The SW power is assumed to be
launched by a slot excited by a voltage , and reflector slots are
assumed to act as parasitic elements that direct all the launched
-direction. This launched SW power,
power in the forward
, has been derived in [8] and plotted versus in Fig. 3(a)
in milli-Siemens, with
as the SW conductance
. The launched power has a peak around
,
spatial harand radiation starts to occur due to the
with a backward beam at endfire. As fremonic at
quency increases, the main beam position “ ” is scanned toward forward-fire. The beam directivity is also plotted versus
in Fig. 3(b), and it shows a broad maximum between
1.5
is proportional to the total
and 2.0. The peak power density
times the directivity. Relative values of
radiated power
are also plotted, and it can be observed that there exists a
around
, similar to the SW power.
maximum for
An expression can be defined relating the percentage of radiated power or radiation efficiency, , to the frequency of operation, antenna length, and LW attenuation constant, , namely
. Calculations suggest that for a fixed ,
power can leak away faster from the structure for a wider strip
due to the increased perturbation of the incident TM SW mode.
For example, for a strip-width-grating ratio of
, an
antenna length of 15 periods is required to radiate 90% of the
. Conversely, for
, 21 peinput SW power at
riods is required to radiate at least 70% of the input power at
the same frequency. The directivity [(14)] and radiated power
. It is
are also compared in Fig. 3(c) and plotted versus
is reduced, the directivity increases, but the raseen that as
diated power decreases. Calculated LW phase and attenuation
constants (Fig. 4) are also compared to HFSS full-wave simu. General agreement can be
lations of a finite LWA
observed for the infinite case and the finite structure suggesting
.
respectable predictions for
Calculated power patterns
at different frequencies are
shown in Fig. 5 using (15) for the ideal and infinitely long struc. It is seen that the radiation is also optiture; i.e.,
mized at
or
GHz. These results suggest that
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Fig. 4. LW phase and attenuation constants, respectively defined by
Refk g = + 1 and 0Imfk g = and normalized by k .

Fig. 6. Comparison of pointing angles for various LWA structures versus frequency: s=d = 0:175 in (a) and (b), and s=d = 0:125 in (c). An example of
the examined planar antenna is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 5. Radiation patterns at five frequencies are shown in (a): F = 1.6
(19.8 GHz), 1.7 (21.1 GHz), 1.8 (22.3 GHz), 1.9 (23.5 GHz), and 2.0
(24.8 GHz). Values are normalized to the observed maximum at F = 1:8.
By comparing the simulated beam patterns, as L=d increases in (b), better
agreement can be observed with the calculated pattern (L=d ! 1). This
implies respectable calculations for .

for optimum radiation performances, SW power levels should
be maximized; i.e., slot excitation and LWA operation should
be near a SW power peak. Numerical results are also compared
in
to HFSS simulations of a linear 1-D LWA [with
Fig. 5(a)]. A short structure with only seven periods was simulated to illustrate the effect of antenna length on the radiated
field [similar to the analysis in Fig. 3(c)]. It should be noted that
the simulated beamwidths will also decrease for a longer anwith improved beam directivity, and
tenna aperture
thus a better agreement with the calculated pattern can be observed [Fig. 5(b)]. In addition, agreement is shown in Fig. 5(a)
for the main beam positions and the region for maximum radi.
ated power
Fig. 6 compares calculated pointing angles to recent measurements and HFSS simulations of two LWA structures fed by

SWLs [5], [6] as in Fig. 2. General agreement can be observed
are a likely refor the estimations using (13). Deviations in
sult of substrate variations and fabrication tolerances. It should
be noted that similar downward frequency shifts between measurements and simulations were previously reported by the authors for other dielectric-based LWA designs fed by SWs [6]. To
further investigate these effects, a parametric analysis was completed by calculating for varied as shown in Fig. 6(a). By
increasing the relative dielectric constant of the utilized GDS to
12.2 in increments of 0.5 from the rated 10.2 (at 10 GHz) by
Rogers Corporation, while maintaining all other parameters, a
better agreement in the measurements and calculations is observed. Results suggest that for this LWA structure, the dielectric constant was approximately 12. Such practical effects may
be expected when operating at microwave and millimeter-wave
frequencies.
Ideally, the strip width should be small relative to the periodand guided wavelength,
. For
icity
spatial harmonic,
instance, to achieve leakage of the
[by (12)].
grating periodicity should be of the same order as
Suitable
ratios are investigated in this letter (
6.3, 7.49,
mm at 20 GHz) and are typical of such
and 8.0 mm,
reSW-fed LWA structures [5], [6]. Effectively, the
, and it can be observed
quirement is comparable to
that the accuracy of the calculations increases as
is reduced.
, is equal to 20 at
For example, in Fig. 6(b) for
23.6 and 24.4 GHz for the simulations and calculations, respectively. A difference of 0.8 GHz can be observed. Increased accuracy is obtained for the predicted values based on (13) as can be
seen in Fig. 6(c); differences in the calculations and simulations
. These results are exare reduced to only 0.4 GHz at
, meaning
pected since the purposed analysis assumes
that the presented approach is suitable for gratings widths that
are 25% (or less) of . Improved accuracy may be possible for
narrower strip LWAs.
It should also be mentioned that these calculated values offer
better predictions when compared to the classic pointing angle
, (13), just with no
approximation [9]:
. For instance, in Fig. 6(c) at 21.4 [21.8]
perturbation term
GHz,
for the simulations [the calculations
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using (13)]
. Dielectric losses were also
and for
included in the structure modeling
the calculations using (13). In addition, a reactive power loss
factor was added to (7) to account for strip conductor losses
, with
(
). For near-broadside radiating frequencies
,
scanning is not continuous and suggests LW stopband behavior;
this scanning behavior is typically observed for such one-sided
LWA structures [6]. Improved accuracy in the predictions may
also be possible if the presented analysis is extended to radial
SW and LW fields and finite strips.
IV. CONCLUSION
An accurate but simple perturbation analysis of SW-driven
LWAs was presented. By examining the transition from a SW to
a LW guiding section, the attenuation and phase constants can
be determined along with the beam directivity, efficiency, and
radiated power relative to the incident SW power. The analysis
can also be extended to other LW-based structures.
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